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Abstract In many practical problems, we need to process measurement results. For
example, we need such data processing to predict future values of physical quantities. In these computations, it is important to take into account that measurement
results are never absolutely exact, that there is always measurement uncertainty, because of which the measurement results are, in general, somewhat different from the
actual (unknown) values of the corresponding quantities. In some cases, all we know
about measurement uncertainty is an upper bound; in this case, we have an interval
uncertainty, meaning that all we know about the actual value is that is belongs to a
certain interval. In other cases, we have some information – usually partial – about
the corresponding probability distribution. New data processing challenges appear
all the time; in many of these cases, it is important to come up with appropriate
algorithms for taking uncertainty into account.
Before we concentrate our efforts on designing such algorithms, it is important
to make sure that such an algorithm is possible in the first place, i.e., that the corresponding problem is algorithmically computable. In this paper, we analyze the computability of such uncertainty-related problems. It turns out that in a naive (straightforward) formulation, many such problems are not computable, but they become
computable if we reformulate them in appropriate practice-related terms.

1 Formulation of the Problem
Need for data processing. In practice, we are often interested in a quantity y which
is difficult to measure directly. Examples of such quantities are distance to a star,
amount of oil in the well, or tomorrow’s weather. This is important, since one of the
main objectives of science is to predict future values of different quantities.
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To estimate such quantities, we find easier-to-measure quantities x1 , . . . , xn which
are related to y by a known dependence y = f (x1 , . . . , xn ). For example, to predict
the future values of important quantities, we can use the known relations between
the current and future values of different quantities.
Once such a relation is known, we measure the auxiliary quantities xi and use
the measurement results xei to compute an estimate ye = f (e
x1 , . . . , xen ) for the desired
quantity y. For example, to predict the future values of physical quantities, we use
the results xei of measuring the current values xi of these (and related) physical quantities and the known relations y = f (x1 , . . . , xn ) between the current (xi ) and future
(y) values of different quantities.
The corresponding estimation is what constitutes data processing.
Need to take uncertainty into account when processing data. The resulting estimates are never 100% accurate:
• measurements are never absolutely accurate,
• physical models used for predictions are usually only approximate, and
• sometimes (like in quantum physics) these models only predict the probabilities
of different events.
It is desirable to take this uncertainty into account when processing data.
In some cases, we know all the related probabilities; in this case, we can potentially determine the values of all statistical characteristics of interest: mean, standard
deviation, correlations, etc.
In most practical situations, however, we only have partial information about the
corresponding probabilities. For example, for measurement uncertainties, often, the
only information that we have about this uncertainty is the upper bound ∆ on its
e the only informaabsolute value; in this case, after we get a measurement result X,
tion that we have about the actual (unknown) value of the corresponding quantity
X is that it belongs to the interval [Xe − ∆ , Xe + ∆ ]. We may know intervals containing the actual (unknown) cumulative distribution function, we may know bounds
on moments, etc. In such situations of partial knowledge, for each statistical characteristic of interest, we can have several possible values. In such cases, we are
interested in the interval of possible values of this characteristic, i.e., in the smallest and the largest possible values of this characteristic. In some cases, there are
efficient algorithms for computing these intervals, in other cases, the corresponding
general problem is known to be NP-hard or even not algorithmically computable;
see, e.g., [3].
Studying computability – just like studying NP-hardness – is important, since
it prevents us from vain attempts to solve the problem in too much generality, and
helps us concentrate on doable cases. In view of this importance, in this paper, we
describe the most general related problems which are still algorithmically solvable.
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2 What Is Computable: A Brief Reminder
What is computable: general idea. We are interested in processing uncertainty,
i.e., in dealing with a difference between the exact models of physical reality and
our approximate representation of this reality. In other words, we are interested in
models of physical reality.
Why do we need mathematical models in the first place? One of our main objectives is to predict the results of different actions (or the result of not performing any
action). Models enable us to predict these results without the need to actually perform these actions, thus often drastically decreasing potential costs. For example,
it is theoretically possible to determine the stability limits of an airplane by applying different stresses to several copies of this airplane until each copy breaks, but,
if we have an adequate computer-based model, it is cheaper and faster to simulate
different stresses on this model without having to destroy actual airplane frames.
From this viewpoint, a model is computable if it has algorithms that allow us
to make the corresponding predictions. Let us recall how this general idea can be
applied to different mathematical objects.
What is computable: case of real numbers. In modeling, real numbers usually
represent values of physical quantities. This is what real numbers were originally
invented for – to describe quantities like length, weight, etc., this is still one of the
main practical applications of real numbers.
The simplest thing that we can do with a physical quantity is measure its value.
In line with the above general idea, we can say that a real number is computable if
we can predict the results of measuring the corresponding quantity.
A measurement is practically never absolutely accurate, it only produces an approximation xe to the actual (unknown) value x; see, e.g., [6]. In modern computerbased measuring instruments, such an approximate value xe is usually a binary fraction, i.e., a rational number.
For every measuring instrument, we usually know the upper bound ∆ on the abdef
solute value of the corresponding measurement error ∆ x = xe− x: |∆ x| ≤ ∆ . Indeed,
without such a bound, the difference ∆ x could be arbitrary large, and so, we would
not be able to make any conclusion about the actual value x; in other words, this
would be a wild guess, not a measurement.
Once we know ∆ , then, based on the measurement result xe, we can conclude that
the actual value x is ∆ -close to xe: |x − xe| ≤ ∆ . Thus, it is reasonable to say that a
real number x is computable if for every given accuracy ∆ > 0, we can efficiently
generate a rational number that approximates x with the given accuracy.
One can easily see that it is sufficient to be able to approximate x with the accuracy 2−k corresponding to k binary digits. Thus, we arrive at the following definition
of a computable real number (see, e.g., [8]):
Definition 1. A real number x is called computable if there is an algorithm that,
given a natural number k, generates a rational number rk for which
|x − rk | ≤ 2−k .
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Comment. It is worth mentioning that not all real numbers are computable. The
proof of this fact is straightforward.
Indeed, to every computable real number, there corresponds an algorithm, and
different real numbers require different algorithms. An algorithm is a finite sequence
of symbols. There are countably many finite sequences of symbols, so there are no
more than countably many computable real numbers. And it is known that the set
of all real numbers is not computable: this was one of the first results of set theory.
Thus, there are real numbers which are not computable.
How to store a computable number in the computer. The above definition provides a straightforward way of storing a computable real number in the actual computer: namely, once we fix the accuracy 2−k , all we need to store in the corresponding rational number rk .
What is computable: case of functions from reals to reals. In the real world,
there are many dependencies between the values of different quantities. Sometimes,
the corresponding dependence is functional, in the sense that the values x1 , . . . , xn
of some quantities xi uniquely determine the value of some other quantity y. For
example, according to the Ohm’s Law V = I ·R, the voltage V is uniquely determined
by the values of the current I and the resistance R.
It is reasonable to say that the corresponding function y = f (x1 , . . . , xn ) is computable if, based on the results of measuring the quantities xi , we can predict the
results of measuring y. We may not know beforehand how accurately we need to
measure the quantities xi to predict y with a given accuracy k. If the original accuracy of measuring xi is not enough, the prediction scheme can ask for more accurate
measurement results. In other words, the algorithm can ask, for each pair of natural
numbers i ≤ n and k, for a rational number rik such that |xi − rik | ≤ 2−k . The algorithm can ask for these values rik as many times as it needs, all we require is that
at the end, we always get the desired prediction. Thus, we arrive at the following
definition [8]:
Definition 2. We say that a function y = f (x1 , . . . , xn ) from real numbers to real
numbers is computable if there is an algorithm that, for all possible values xi , given
a natural number ℓ, computes a rational number sℓ for which | f (x1 , . . . , xn ) − sℓ | ≤
2−ℓ . This algorithm,
• in addition to the usual computational steps,
• can also generate requests, i.e., pairs of natural numbers (i, k) with i ≤ n.
As a reply to a request, the algorithm then gets a rational number rik for which
|xi − rik | ≤ 2−k ; this number can be used in further computations.
It is known that most usual mathematical functions are computable in this sense.
How to store a computable function in a computer. In contrast to the case of a
computable real number, here, even if we know the accuracy 2−ℓ with which we
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need to compute the results, it is not immediately clear how we can store the corresponding function without explicitly storing the while algorithm.
To make storage easier, it is possible to take into account that in practice, for each
physical quantity Xi , there are natural bounds X i and X i : velocities are bounded by
the speed of light, distances on Earth are bounded by the Earth’s size, etc. Thus, for
all practical purposes, it is sufficient to only consider values xi ∈ [X i , X i ]. It turns out
that for such functions, the definition of a computable function can be simplified:
Proposition 1. For every computable function f (x1 , . . . , xn ) on a rational-valued
box [X 1 , X 1 ] × . . . × [X n , X n ], there exists an algorithm that, given a natural number
ℓ, computes a natural number k such that if |xi − xi′ | ≤ 2−k for all i, then
| f (x1 , . . . , xn ) − f (x1′ , . . . , xn′ )| ≤ 2−ℓ .
This “ℓ to k” algorithm can be effectively constructed based on the original one.
Comment. For reader’s convenience, all the proofs are placed in the special Proofs
section.
Because of this result, for each ℓ, to be able to compute all the values f (x1 , . . . , xn )
with the accuracy 2−ℓ , it is no longer necessary to describe the whole algorithm, it
is sufficient to store finitely many rational numbers. Namely:
• We use Proposition 1 to find select a value k corresponding to the accuracy 2−(ℓ+1) .
• Then, for each i, we consider a finite list of rational values
ri = X i , ri = X i + 2−k , ri = X i + 2 · 2−k , . . . , ri = X i .
• For each combination of such rational values, we use the original function’s algorithm to compute the value f (r1 , . . . , rn ) with accuracy 2−(ℓ+1) .
These are the values we store.
Based on these stored values, we can compute all the values of the function
f (x1 , . . . , xn ) with the given accuracy 2−ℓ . Specifically, for each combination of
computable values (x1 , . . . , xn ), we can:
• compute 2−k -close rational value r1 , . . . , rn , and then
• find, in the stored list, the corresponding approximation ye to f (r1 , . . . , rn ), i.e.,
the value ye for which | f (r1 , . . . , rn ) − ye| ≤ 2−(ℓ+1) .
Let us show that this value ye is indeed the 2−ℓ -approximation to f (x1 , . . . , xn ).
Indeed, because of our choice of ℓ, from the fact that |xi − ri | ≤ 2−k , we conclude
that | f (x1 , . . . , xn ) − f (r1 , . . . , rn )| ≤ 2−(ℓ+1) . Thus,
| f (x1 , . . . , xn ) − y| ≤ | f (x1 , . . . , xn ) − f (r1 , . . . , rn )| + | f (r1 , . . . , rn ) − ye| ≤
2−(ℓ+1) + 2−(ℓ+1) = 2−ℓ ,
i.e., that the value ye is indeed the desired 2−ℓ -approximation to f (x1 , . . . , xn ).
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A useful equivalent definition of a computable function. Proposition 1 allows us
to use the following equivalent definition of a computable function.
Definition 2′ . We say that a function y = f (x1 , . . . , xn ) defined on a rational-valued
box [X 1 , X 1 ] × . . . × [X n , X n ] is computable if there exist two algorithms:
• the first algorithm, given a natural number ℓ and rational values r1 , . . . , rn , computes a 2−ℓ -approximation to f (r1 , . . . , rn );
• the second algorithm, given a natural number ℓ, computes a natural number k
such that if |xi − xi′ | ≤ 2−k for all i, then
| f (x1 , . . . , xn ) − f (x1′ , . . . , xn′ )| ≤ 2−ℓ .
Comment. As a corollary of Definition 2′ , we conclude that every computable function is continuous. It should be mentioned, however, that not all continuous function
is computable. For example, if a is a non-computable real number, then a linear
function f (x) = a · x is clearly continuous but not computable. Indeed, if the function f (x) was computable, we would be able to compute its value f (1) = a, and we
know that the number a is not computable.
Not all usual mathematical functions are computable. According to Definition
2′ , every computable function is continuous. Thus, discontinuous functions are not
continuous, in particular, the following function:
Definition 3. By a step function, we mean a function f (x1 ) for which:
• f (x1 ) = 0 for x < 0 and
• f (x1 ) = 1 for x1 ≥ 0.
Corollary. The step function f (x1 ) is not computable.
Comment. This corollary can be proven directly, without referring to a (rather complex) proof of Proposition 2. This direct proof is also given in the Proofs section.
Consequences for representing a probability distribution: we need to go beyond
computable functions. We would like to represent a general probability distribution
by its cdf F(x). From the purely mathematical viewpoint, this is indeed the most
general representation – as opposed, e.g., to a representation that uses a probability
density function, which is not defined if we have a discrete variable.
Since the cdf F(x) is a function, at first glance, it may make sense to say that
the cdf is computable if the corresponding function F(x) is computable. For many
distributions, this definition makes perfect sense: the cdfs corresponding to uniform,
Gaussian, and many other distributions are indeed computable functions.
However, for the degenerate random variable which is equal to x = 0 with probability 1, the cdf is exactly the step-function, and we have just proven that the stepfunction is not computable. Thus, we need to find an alternative way to represent
cdfs, beyond computable functions.
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What we do in this chapter. In this chapter, we provide the corresponding general
description:
• first for case when we know the exact probability distribution, and
• then for the general case, when we only have a partial information about the
probability distribution.

3 What We Need to Compute: A Even Briefer Reminder
The ultimate goal of all data processing is to make decision. It is known that a
rational decision maker maximizes the expected value of his/her utility u(x); see,
e.g., [2, 4, 5, 7]. Thus, we need to be able to compute the expected values of different
functions u(x).
There are known procedures for eliciting from the decision maker, with any given
accuracy, the utility value u(x) for each x [2, 4, 5, 7]. Thus, the utility function is
computable. We therefore need to be able to compute expected values of computable
functions.
Comment. Once we are able to compute the expected values E[u(x)] of different
computable functions, we will thus be able to compute other statistical characteristic
such as variance. Indeed, variance V can be computed as V = E[x2 ] − (E[x])2 .

4 Simplest Case: A Single Random Variable
Description of the case. Let us start with the simplest case of a single random
variable X. We would like to understand in what sense its cdf F(x) is computable.
According to our general application-based approach to computability, this
means that we would like to find out what we can compute about this random variable based on the observations.
What can we compute about F(x)? By definition, each value F(x) is the probability that X ≤ x. So, in order to decide what we can compute about the value F(x), let
us recall what we can compute about probabilities in general.
What can we compute about probabilities: case of an easy-to-check event. Let
us first consider the simplest situation, when we consider a probability of an easyto-check event, i.e., an event for which, from each observation, we can tell whether
this event occurred or not. Such events – like observing head when tossing a coin
or getting a total of seven points when throwing two dice – are what probability
textbooks start with.
In general, we cannot empirically find the exact probabilities p of such an event.
Empirically, we can only estimate frequencies f , by observing samples of different
size N. It is known that for large N, the difference d = p − f between the (ideal)
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probability and the observed√
frequency is asymptotically normal, with mean µ = 0
p · (1 − p)
and standard deviation σ =
. We also know that for a normal distribuN
tion, situations when |d − µ | < 6σ are negligibly rare (with probability < 10−8 ), so
for all practical purposes, we can conclude that | f − p| ≤ 6σ .
If we believe that the probability of 10−8 is too high to ignore, we can take 7σ ,
8σ , or k0 · σ for an even larger value k0 . No matter what value k0 we choose, for any
given value δ > 0, for sufficiently large N, we get k0 · σ ≤ δ .
Thus, for each well-defined event and for each desired accuracy δ , we can find
the frequency f for which | f − p| ≤ δ . This is exactly the definition of a computable
real number, so we can conclude that the probability of a well-defined event should
be a computable real number.
What about the probability that X ≤ x? The desired cdf is the probability that
X ≤ x. The corresponding event X ≤ x is not easy to check, since we do not observe
the actual value X, we only observe the measurement result Xe which is close to X.
In other words, after repeating the experiment N times, instead of N actual values
X1 , . . . , Xn , we only know approximate values Xe1 , . . . , Xen for which
|Xei − Xi | ≤ ε
for some accuracy ε . Thus, instead of the “ideal” frequency f = Freq(Xi ≤ x) –
which is close to the desired probability F(x) = Prob(X ≤ x) – based on the observations, we get a slightly different frequency f = Freq(Xei ≤ x).
What can we say about F(x) based on this frequency? Since |Xei − Xi | ≤ ε , the
inequality Xei ≤ x implies that Xi ≤ x + ε . Similarly, if if Xi ≤ x − ε , then we can
conclude that Xei ≤ x. Thus, we have:
Freq(Xi ≤ x − ε ) ≤ f = Freq(Xei ≤ x) ≤ Freq(Xi ≤ x + ε ).
We have already discussed that for a sufficiently large sample, frequencies are δ close to probabilities, so we conclude that
Prob(X ≤ x − ε ) − δ ≤ f ≤ Prob(Xei ≤ x) ≤ Prob(Xi ≤ x + ε ) + ε .
So, we arrive at the following definition.
Definition 4. We say that a cdf F(x) is computable if there is an algorithm that,
given rational values x, ε > 0, and δ > 0, returns a rational number f for which
F(x − ε ) − δ ≤ f ≤ F(x + ε ) + δ .

How to describe a computable cdf in a computer. How can we describe a computable cdf in a computer? The above definition kinds of prompts us to store the
algorithm computing f , but algorithms may take a long time to compute. It is desir-
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able to avoid such time-consuming computations and store only the pre-computed
values – at least the pre-computed values corresponding to the given accuracy.
We cannot do this by directly following the above definition, since this definition
requires us to produce an appropriate f for all infinitely many possible rational
values x. Let us show, however, that a simple and natural modification of this idea
makes storing finitely many values possible.
Indeed, for two natural numbers k and ℓ, let us take ε0 = 2−k and δ0 = 2−ℓ . On
the interval [T , T ], we then select a grid x1 = T , x2 = T + ε0 , . . . Due to Definition
4, for every point xi from this grid, we can then find the value fi for which
F(xi − ε0 ) − δ0 ≤ fi ≤ F(xi + ε0 ) + δ0 .
Let us also set up a grid 0, δ0 , 2δ0 , etc., on the interval [0, 1] of possible values fi ,
and instead of the original values fi , let us store the closest values fei from this grid.
Thus, for each pair (k, ℓ), we store a finite number of rational numbers fei each
of which take finite number of possible values (clearly not exceeding 1 + 1/δ0 =
2ℓ + 1). Thus, for each k and ℓ, we have finitely many possible approximations of
this type.
Let us show that this information is indeed sufficient to reconstruct the computable cdf, i.e., that if we have such finite-sets-of-values for all k and ℓ, then, for
each rational x, ε > 0, and δ > 0, we can algorithmically compute the value f needed
in the Definition 4.
Indeed, for each ε0 and δ0 , we can find the value xi from the corresponding grid
which is ε0 -close to x. For this xi , we have a value fei which is δ0 -close to the fi for
which
F(xi − ε0 ) − δ0 ≤ fi ≤ F(xi + ε0 ) + δ0 .
Thus, we have

F(xi − ε0 ) − 2δ0 ≤ fei ≤ F(xi + ε0 ) + 2δ0 .

From |xi − x| ≤ ε0 , we conclude that xi + ε0 ≤ x + 2ε0 and x − 2ε0 ≤ xi − ε0 and thus,
that F(x − 2ε0 ) ≤ F(xi − ε0 ) and F(xi + ε0 ) ≤ F(x + 2ε0 ). Hence,
F(x − 2ε0 ) − 2δ0 ≤ fei ≤ F(x + 2ε0 ) + 2δ0 .
So, if we take ε0 and δ0 for which 2ε0 ≤ ε and 2δ0 ≤ δ , then we get
F(x − ε ) ≤ F(x − 2ε0 ) − 2δ0 ≤ fei ≤ F(x + 2ε0 ) + 2δ0 ≤ F(x + ε ) + δ ,
i.e., we have the desired double inequality
F(x − ε ) − δ ≤ fei ≤ F(x + ε ) + δ ,
with f = fei .
Equivalent definitions. Anyone who seriously studied mathematical papers and
books have probably noticed that, in addition to definitions of different notions and
theorems describing properties of these notions, these papers and books often have,
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for many of these notions, several different but mathematically equivalent definitions. The motivation for having several definitions is easy to understand: if we
have several equivalent definitions, then in each case, instead of trying to use the
original definition, we can select the one which is the most convenient to use. In
view of this, let us formulate several equivalent definitions of a computable cdf.
Definition 4′ . We say that a cdf F(x) is computable if there is an algorithm that,
given rational values x, ε > 0, and δ > 0, returns a rational number f which is
δ -close to F(x′ ) for some x′ for which |x′ − x| ≤ ε .
Proposition 2. Definitions 4 and 4′ are equivalent to each other.
To get the second equivalent definition, we start with the pairs (xi , fei ) that we
decided to use to store the computable cdf. When fi+1 − fi > δ , we add intermediate
pairs
(xi , fi + δ ), (xi , fi + 2δ ), . . . , (xi , fi+1 ).
We can say that the resulting finite set of pairs is (ε , δ )-close to the graph
{(x, y) : F(x − 0) ≤ y ≤ F(x)}
in the following sense.
Definition 5. Let ε > 0 and δ > 0 be two rational numbers.
• We say that pairs (x, y) and (x′ , y′ ) are (ε , δ )-close if |x − x′ | ≤ ε and |y − y′ | ≤ δ .
• We say that the sets S and S′ are (ε , δ )-close if:
• for every s ∈ S, there is a (ε , δ )-close point s′ ∈ S′ ;
• for every s′ ∈ S′ , there is a (ε , δ )-close point s ∈ S.
Comment. This definition is similar to the definition of ε -closeness in Hausdorff
metric, where the two sets S and S′ are ε -close if:
• for every s ∈ S, there is a ε -close point s′ ∈ S′ ;
• for every s′ ∈ S′ , there is a ε -close point s ∈ S.
Definition 4′′ . We say that a cdf F(x) is computable if there is an algorithm that,
given rational values ε > 0 and δ > 0, produces a finite list of pairs which is (ε , δ )close to the graph {(x, y) : F(x − 0) ≤ y ≤ F(x)}.
Proposition 3. Definition 4′′ is equivalent to Definitions 4 and 4′ .
Comment. Proof of Proposition 3 is similar to the above argument that our computer
representation is sufficient for describing a computable cdf.
What can be computed: a positive result for the 1-D case. We are interested in
computing the expected value EF(x) [u(x)] for computable functions u(x). For this
problem, we have the following result:
Theorem 1. There is an algorithm that:
• given a computable cdf F(x),
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• given a computable function u(x), and
• given (rational) accuracy δ > 0,
computes EF(x) [u(x)] with accuracy δ .

5 What If We Only Have Partial Information about the
Probability Distribution?
Need to consider mixtures of probability distributions. The above result deals
with the case when we have a single probability distribution, and by observing larger
and larger samples we can get a better and better understanding of the corresponding
probabilities. This corresponds to the ideal situation when all sub-samples have the
same statistical characteristics. In practice, this is rarely the case. What we often observe is, in effect, a mixture of several samples with slightly different probabilities.
For example, if we observe measurement errors, we need to take into account that a
minor change in manufacturing a measuring instrument can cause a slight difference
in the resulting probability distribution of measurement errors.
In such situations, instead of a single probability distribution, we need to consider
a set of possible probability distributions.
Another case when we need to consider a set of distributions is when we only
have partial knowledge about the probabilities. In all such cases, we need to process
sets of probability distributions. To come up with an idea of how to process such
sets, let us first recall how sets are dealt with in computations. For that, we will start
with the simplest case: sets of numbers (or tuples).
Computational approach to sets of numbers: reminder. In the previous sections,
we considered computable numbers and computable tuples (and computable functions). A number (or a tuple) corresponds to the case when we have a complete
information about the value of the corresponding quantity (quantities). In practice,
we often only have partial information about the actual value. In this case, instead
of single value, we have a set of possible values. How can we represent such sets in
a computer?
At first glance, this problem is complex, since there are usually infinitely many
possible numbers – e.g., all numbers from an interval, and it is not clear how to
represent infinitely many number in a computer – which is only capable of storing
finite number of bits.
However, a more detailed analysis shows that the situation is not that hopeless:
infinite number of values only appears in the idealized case when we assume that
all the measurements are absolutely accurate and thus, produce the exact value.
In practice, as we have mentioned, measurements have uncertainty and thus, with
each measuring instrument, we can only distinguish between finitely many possible
outcomes.
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So, for each set S of possible values, for each accuracy ε , we can represent this
set by a finite list Sε of possible ε -accurate measurement results. This finite list has
the following two properties:
• each value si ∈ Sε is the result of an ε -accurate measurement and is, thus, ε -close
to some value s ∈ S;
• vice versa, each possible value s ∈ S is represented by one of the possible measurement results, i.e., for each s ∈ S, there exists an ε -close value si ∈ Sε .
Comment. An attentive reader may recognize that these two conditions have already
been mentioned earlier – they correspond to ε -closeness of the sets S and Sε in terms
of Hausdorff metric.
Thus, we naturally arrive at the following definition.
Definition 6. A set S is called computable if there is an algorithm that, given a
rational number ε > 0, generates a finite list Sε for which:
• each element s ∈ S is ε -close to some element from this list, and
• each element from this list is ε -close to some element from the set S.
Comment. In mathematics, sets which can be approximated by finite sets are known
as compact sets. Because of this, computable sets are also known as computable
compacts; see, e.g., [1].
So how do we describe partial information about the probability distribution.
We have mentioned that for each accuracy (ε , δ ), all possible probability distributions can be represented by the corresponding finite lists – e.g., if we use Definition
4′′ , as lists which are (ε , δ )-close to the corresponding cdf F(x).
It is therefore reasonable to represent a set of probability distributions – corresponding to partial knowledge about probabilities – by finite lists of such distributions.
Definition 7. A set S of probability distributions is called computable if there is an
algorithm that, given rational numbers ε > 0 and δ > 0, generates a finite list Sε ,δ
of computable cdfs for which:
• each element s ∈ S is (ε , δ )-close to some element from this list, and
• each element from this list is (ε , δ )-close to some element from the set S.
What can be computed? For the same utility function u(x), different possible probability distributions lead, in general, to different expected values. In such a situation,
it is desirable to find the range ES [u(x)] = [E S [u(x), E S [u(x)]] of possible values of
EF(x) [u(x)] corresponding to all possible probability distributions F(x) ∈ S:
E S [u(x)] = min EF(x) [u(x)]; E S [u(x)] = max EF(x) [u(x)].
F(x)∈S

F(x)∈S

It turns out that, in general, this range is also computable:
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Theorem 2. There is an algorithm that:
• given a computable set S of probability distributions,
• given a computable function u(x), and
• given (rational) accuracy δ > 0,
computes the endpoints of the range ES [u(x)] with accuracy δ .
Comment. This result follows from Theorem 1 and from the known fact that there is
a general algorithm for computing maximum and minimum of a computable function on a computable compact; see, e.g., [1].

6 What to Do in a General Case
(Not Necessarily 1-D)
Need to consider a general case. What if we have a joint distribution of several
variable? A random process – i.e., a distribution on the set of functions of one variable? A random field – a probability distribution on the set of functions of several
variables? A random operator? A random set?
In all these cases, we have a natural notion of a distance (metric) which is computable, so we have probability distribution on a computable metric space M.
Situations when we know the exact probability distribution: main idea. In the
general case, the underlying metric space M is not always ordered, so we cannot use
cdf F(x) = Prob(X ≤ x) to describe the corresponding probability distribution.
However, what we observe and measure are still numbers – namely, each measurement can be described by a computable function g : M → IR that maps each
state m ∈ M into a real number. By performing such measurements many times, we
can get the frequencies of different values of g(x). Thus, we arrive at the following
definition.
Definition 8. We say that a probability distribution on a computable metric space is
computable if there exists an algorithm, that, given:
• a computable real-valued function g(x) on M, and
• rational numbers y, ε > 0, and δ > 0,
returns a rational number f which is ε -close to the probability Prob(g(x) ≤ y′ ) for
some y′ which is δ -close to y.
How can we represent this information in a computer? Since M is a computable
set, for every ε , there exists an ε -net x1 , . . . , xn for M, i.e., a finite list of points for
which, for every x ∈ M, there exists an ε -close point xi from this list, thus
X=

∪
i

Bε (xi ), where Bε (x) = {x′ : d(x, x′ ) ≤ ε }.
def
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For each computable element x0 , by applying the algorithm from Definition 8 to
a function g(x) = d(x, x0 ), we can compute, for each ε0 and δ0 , a value f which is
close to Prob(Bε ′ (x0 )) for some ε ′ which is δ0 -close to ε0 .
In particular, by taking δ0 = 2−k and ε0 = ε +2·2−k , we can find a value f ′ which
is 2−k -close to Prob(Bε ′ (x0 )) for some ε ′ ∈ [ε +2−k , ε +3·2−k ]. Similarly, by taking
ε0′ = ε +5·2−k , we can find a value f ′′ which is 2−k -close to Prob(Bε ′′ (x0 )) for some
ε ′′ ∈ [ε + 4 · 2−k , ε + 6 · 2−k ].
We know that when we have ε < ε ′ < ε ′′ and ε ′′ → ε , then
Prob(Bε ′′ (x0 ) − Bε ′ (x0 )) → 0,
so the values f ′ and f ′′ will eventually become close. Thus, by taking k = 1, 2, . . .,
we will eventually compute the number f1 which is close to Prob(Bε ′ (x1 )) for all ε ′
from some interval [ε 1 , ε 1 ] which is close to ε (and for which ε > ε ).
We then:
• select f2 which is close to Prob(Bε ′ (x1 ) ∪ Bε ′ (x2 )) for all ε ′ from some interval
[ε 2 , ε 2 ] ⊆ [ε 1 , ε 1 ],
• select f3 which is close to Prob(Bε ′ (x1 ) ∪ Bε ′ (x2 ) ∪ Bε ′ (x3 )) for all ε ′ from some
interval [ε 3 , ε 3 ] ⊆ [ε 2 , ε 2 ],
• etc.
At the end, we get approximations fi − fi−1 to probabilities of the sets
def

Si = Bε (xi ) − (Bε (x1 ) ∪ . . . ∪ Bε (xi−1 ))
for all ε from the last interval [ε n , ε n ].
These approximations fi − fi−1 form the information that we store about the
probability distribution – as well as the values xi .
What can we compute? It turns out that we can compute the expected value E[u(x)]
of any computable function:
Theorem 3. There is an algorithm that:
• given a computable probability distribution on a computable metric space,
• given a computable function u(x), and
• given (rational) accuracy δ > 0,
computes the expected value E[u(x)] with accuracy δ .
What if we have a set of possible probability distributions? In the case of partial
information about the probabilities, we have a set S of possible probability distributions.
In the computer, for any given accuracies ε and δ , each computable probability
distribution is represented by the values f1 , . . . , fn . A computable set of distributions
can be then defined by assuming that, for every ε and δ , instead of a single tuple
( f1 , . . . , fn ), we have a computable set of such tuples.
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In this case, similar to the 1-D situation, it is desirable to find the range
ES [u(x)] = [E S [u(x), E S [u(x)]] of possible values of EP [u(x)] corresponding to all
possible probability distributions P ∈ S:
E S [u(x)] = min EF(x) [u(x)]; E S [u(x)] = max EF(x) [u(x)].
P∈S

P∈S

In general, this range is also computable:
Theorem 4. There is an algorithm that:
• given a computable set S of probability distributions,
• given a computable function u(x), and
• given (rational) accuracy δ > 0,
computes the endpoints of the range ES [u(x)] with accuracy δ .
Comment. Similarly to Theorem 2, this result follows from Theorem 3 and from the
known fact that there is a general algorithm for computing maximum and minimum
of a computable function on a computable compact [1].

7 Proofs
Proof of Proposition 1.
1◦ . Once we can approximate a real number x with an arbitrary accuracy, we can
nk
always find, for each k, a 2−k -approximation rk of the type k for some integer nk .
2
Indeed, we can first find a rational number rk+1 for which |x − rk+1 | ≤ 2−(k+1) ,
nk
and then take rk = k where nk is the integer which is the closest to the rational
2
number 2k · rk+1 . Indeed, for this closest integer, we have |2k · rk+1 − nk | ≤ 0.5.
nk
By dividing both sides of this inequality by 2k , we get |rk+1 − rk | = rk+1 − k ≤
2
2−(k+1) , and thus, indeed,
|x − rk | ≤ |x − rk+1 | + |rk+1 − rk | ≤ 2−(k+1) + 2−(k+1) = 2−k .

2◦ . Because of Part 1 of this proof, it is sufficient to consider situations in which, as
a reply to all its requests (i, k), the algorithm receives the approximate value rik of
nik
the type k .
2
3◦ . Let us prove, by contradiction, that for given ℓ, there exists a value kmax that
bounds, from above, the indices k in the all the requests (i, k) that this algorithm
makes when computing a 2−ℓ -approximation to f (x1 , . . . , xn ) on all possible inputs.
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If this statement is not true, this means that for every natural number x, there exist
(k)
(k)
a tuple x(k) = (x1 , . . . , xn ) for which this algorithm requests an approximation of
(k)
accuracy at least 2−k to at least one of the values xi .
Overall, we have infinitely many tuples corresponding to infinitely many natural
numbers. As a reply to each request (i, k), we get a rational number of the type
nik
pi
rik = k . For each natural number m, let us consider the value m which is the
2
2
closest to rik . There are finitely many possible tuples (p1 , . . . , pn ), so at least one of
these tuples occurs infinitely many times.
Let us select such a tuple t1 corresponding to m = 1. Out of infinitely many cases
when we get an approximation to this tuple, we can select, on the level m = 2, a
tuple t2 for which we infinitely many times request the values which are 2−2 -close
to this tuple, etc. As a result, we get a sequence of tuples tm for which |tm − tm+1 | ≤
2−m + 2−(m+1) .
This sequence of tuples converges. Let us denote its limit by t = (t1 , . . . ,tn ). For
this limit, for each k, the algorithm follows the same computation as the k-th tuple
and thus, will request some value with accuracy ≤ 2−k . Since this is true for every k,
this means that this algorithm will never stop – and we assumed that our algorithm
always stops. This contradiction proves that there indeed exists an upper bound kmax .
4◦ . How can we actually find this kmax ? For that, let us try values m = 1, 2, . . . For
each m, we apply the algorithm f (r1 , . . . , rn ) to all possible combinations of values
pi
of the type ri m ; in the original box, for each m, there are finitely many such tuples.
2
nik
For each request (i, k), we return the number of the type k which is the closest
2
to ti . When we reach the value m = kmax , then, by definition of kmax , this would
mean that our algorithm never requires approximations which are more accurate
than 2−m -accurate ones.
In this case, we can then be sure that we have reached the desired value kmax :
indeed, for all possible tuples (x1 , . . . , xn ), this algorithm will never request values
beyond this m-th approximation – and we have shown it for all possible combinations of such approximations. The proposition is proven.
Direct proof of the Corollary to Proposition 1. The non-computability of the step
function can be easily proven by contradiction. Indeed, suppose that there exists an
algorithm that computes this function. Then, for x1 = 0 and ℓ = 2, this algorithm
produces a rational number sℓ which is 2−2 -close to the value f (0) = 1 and for
which, thus, sℓ ≥ 0.75. This algorithm should work no matter which approximate
values r1k it gets – as long as these values are 2−k -close to x1 . For simplicity, let us
consider the case when all these approximate values are 0s: r1k = 0.
This algorithm finishes computations in finitely many steps, during which it can
only ask for the values of finitely many such approximations; let us denote the
corresponding accuracies by k1 , . . . , km , and let K = max(k1 , . . . , km ) be the largest
of these natural numbers. In this case, all the information that this algorithm uses
about the actual value x is that this value satisfies all the corresponding inequalities
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|x1 − r1k j | ≤ 2−k j , i.e., |x1 | ≤ 2−k j . Thus, for any other value x1′ that satisfies all
these inequalities, this algorithm returns the exact same value sℓ ≥ 0.75. In particular, this will be true for the value x1′ = −2−K . However, for this negative value x1′ ,
we should get f (x1′ ) = 0, and thus, the desired inequality | f (x1′ ) − yℓ | ≤ 2−2 is no
longer satisfied. This contradiction proves that the step function is not computable.
Proof of Proposition 2. It is easy to show that Definition 4′ implies Definition 4.
Indeed, if f is δ -close to F(x′ ) for some x′ ∈ [x − ε , x + ε ], i.e., if F(x′ ) − δ ≤ f ≤
F(x′ ) + δ , then, due to x − ε ≤ x′ ≤ x + ε , we get F(x − ε ) ≤ F(x′ ) and F(x′ ) ≤
F(x + ε ) and thus, that
F(x − ε ) ≤ F(x′ ) − δ ≤ f ≤ F(x′ ) + δ ≤ F(x + ε ) + δ ,
i.e., the desired inequality
F(x − ε ) ≤ f ≤ F(x + ε ) + δ .
Vice versa, let us show that Definition 4 implies Definition 4′ . Indeed, we know
that F(x + ε ) − F(x + ε /3) → 0 as ε → 0. Indeed, this difference is the probability
def

of X being in the set {X : x + ε /3 ≤ X ≤ x + ε }, which is a subset of the set Sε =
{X : x < X ≤ x + ε }. The sets Sε form a nested family with an empty intersection,
thus their probabilities tend to 0 and thus, the probabilities of their subsets also tend
to 0.
Due to Proposition 4, for each k = 1, 2, . . ., we can take εk = ε · 2−k and find fk
and fk′ for which
F(x + εk /3) − δ /4 ≤ fk ≤ F(x + (2/3) · εk ) + δ /4
and

F(x + (2/3) · εk ) − δ /4 ≤ fk′ ≤ F(x + εk ) + δ /4.

From these inequalities, we conclude that
−δ /2 ≤ fk′ − fk ≤ F(x + εk ) − F(x + εk /3) + δ /2.
Since F(x + εk ) − F(x + εk /3) → 0 as k → ∞, for sufficiently large k, we will have
F(x + εk ) − F(x + εk /3) ≤ δ /4 and thus, | fk′ − fk | ≤ (3/4) · δ . By computing the
values fk and fk′ for k = 1, 2, . . ., we will eventually reach an index k for which
this inequality is true. Let us show that this fk is then δ -close to F(x′ ) for x′ =
x + (2/3) · εk (which is εk -close – and thus, ε -close – to x).
Indeed, we have
fk ≤ F(x + (2/3) · εk ) + δ /4 ≤ F(x + (2/3) · εk ) + δ .
On the other hand, we have
F(x + (2/3) · εk ) − δ /4 ≤ fk′ ≤ fk + (3/4) · δ
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and thus,
F(x + (2/3) · εk ) − δ ≤ fk ≤ F(x + (2/3) · εk ) + δ .
The equivalence is proven.
Proof of Theorem 1. We have shown, in Proposition 1, that every computable function u(x) is computably continuous, in the sense that for every δ0 > 0, we can compute ε > 0 for which |x − x′ | ≤ ε implies |u(x) − u(x′ )| ≤ δ0 .
In particular, if we take ε corresponding to δ0 = 1, and take the ε -grid
x1 , . . . , xi , . . ., then we conclude that each value u(x) is 1-close to one of the values u(xi ) on this grid. So, if we compute the 1-approximations uei to the values u(xi ),
def

then each value u(x) is 2-close to one of these values uei . Thus, max |u(x)| ≤ U =
x

max uei + 2. So, we have a computable bound U ≥ 2 for the (absolute value) of the
i

computable function u(x).
Let us once again use computable continuity. This time, we select ε corresponding to δ0 = δ /4, and take an x-grid x1 , . . . , xi , . . . with step ε /4. Let G be the number
of points in this grid.
According to the equivalent form (Definition 4′ ) of the definition of computable
cdf, for each of these grid points xi , we can compute the value fi which is
(δ /(4U · G))-close to F(xi′ ) for some xi′ which is (ε /4)-close to xi .
The function u(x) is (δ /4)-close to a piece-wise constant function u′ (x) which
′ ]. Thus, their expected values are also (δ /4)-close:
is equal to u(xi ) for x ∈ (xi′ , xi+1
|E[u(x)] − E[u′ (x)]| ≤ δ /4.
′ ) − F(x′ )). But F(x′ ) is (δ /(4U · G))-close to
Here, E[u′ (x)] = ∑ u(xi ) · (F(xi+1
i
i
i

′ ) is (δ /(4U · G))-close to f
′
′
fi and F(xi+1
i+1 . Thus, each difference F(xi+1 ) − F(xi )
is (δ /(2U · G))-close to the difference fi+1 − fi .
′ ) − F(x′ )) is
Since |u(xi )| ≤ U, we conclude that each term u(xi ) · (F(xi+1
i
(δ /(2G))-close to the computable term u(xi ) · ( fi+1 − fi ). Thus, the sum of G such
terms – which is equal to E[u′ (x)] – is (δ /2)-close to the computable sum

∑ u(xi ) · ( fi+1 − fi ).
i

Since E[u′ (x)] is, in its turn, (δ /4)-close to desired expected value E[u(x)], we thus
conclude that the above computable sum

∑ u(xi ) · ( fi+1 − fi )
i

is indeed a δ -approximation to the desired expected value.
The theorem is proven.
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1: we approximate the function u(x) by a (δ /2)-close function u′ (x) which is piece-wise constant,
namely, which is equal to a constant ui = u(xi ) on each set
Si = Bε (xi ) − (Bε (x1 ) ∪ . . . ∪ Bε (xi−1 )).
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The expected value of the function u′ (x) is equal to E[u′ (x)] = ∑ ui · Prob(Si ).
i

The probabilities Prob(Si ) can be computed with any given accuracy, in particular, with accuracy δ /(2U · n), thus enabling us to compute E[u′ (x)] with accuracy δ /2.
Since the functions u(x) and u′ (x) are (δ /2)-close, their expected values are also
(δ /2)-close. So, a (δ /2)-approximation to E[u′ (x)] is the desired δ -approximation
to E[u(x)].
The theorem is proven.

8 Conclusions
When processing data, it is important to take into account that data comes from measurements and is, therefore, imprecise. In some cases, we know the probabilities of
different possible values of measurement error – in this case, we have a probabilistic uncertainty. In other cases, we only know the upper bounds on the measurement
error; in this case, we have interval uncertainty.
In general, we have a partial information about the corresponding probabilities:
e.g., instead of knowing the exact values of the cumulative distribution function (cdf)
F(x) = Prob(X ≤ x), we only know bounds on these values – i.e., in other words,
an interval containing such bounds. In such situations, we have a combination of
probabilistic and interval uncertainty.
The ultimate goal of data processing under uncertainty is to have efficient algorithms for processing the corresponding uncertainty, algorithms which are as general
as possible. To come up with such algorithms, it is reasonable to analyze which of
the related problems are algorithmically solvable in the first place: e.g., is it possible
to always compute the expected value of a given computable function?
In this chapter, we show that a straightforward (naive) formulation, most corresponding problems are not algorithmically solvable: for example, no algorithm can
always, given the value x, compute the corresponding value F(x) of the cdf.
However, we also show that if we instead formulate these problems in practicerelated terms, then these problems become algorithmically solvable. For example, if
we take into account that the value x also comes from measurement and is, thus, only
known with some accuracy, it no longer make sense to look for an approximation to
F(x); instead, it is sufficient to look for an approximation to F(x′ ) for some x′ which
is close to x, and it turns out that such an approximation is always computable.
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